The Microwave Anisotropy Pro!_e (MAP) is a follow-on to the Differential Microwave Radiometer (DMR) instrument on the Cosm,.c Background Explorer (COBE) spacecraft.
To make a full-sky map of cosmic microwave background fluctuations, a combination fast spin and slow precession motion will be used that will cover the entire c_lestial sphere in six months. The spin rate should be an order of magnitude higher than the precession rate, and each rate should be tightly controlled. The sunline angle should be 22.5°+/-0.25°. Sufficient attitude knowledge must be provided to yield instrument pointing to a standard deviation of 1.3 arc-r.linutes RSS three axes. In addition, the spacecraft must be able to acquire and hold the sunline at inital acquisition, and in the event of a failure. Finally, the spacecraft must be able to slew to the proper bum orienlations and to the proper off-sunline attitude to start the compound spin.
The design and flight performacce of the Attitude Control System on MAP that meets these requirements will be discussed.
There are also requirements for performing orbit adjust and momentum unloading maneuvers, as well as requirements for an independen_ safehold, but those are beyond the scope of this paper. Also, trajectoryrelated requirements will not be discussed unless they impact directly on the system performance or design.
The RWA-based control modes and attitude determination system that reside in the Mongoose V processor will be discussed.
MAP uses three right-handed, o-thonormal coordinate systems. The Geocentric Inertial frame (GCI) is an Earth-centered frame in which t_e xt axis points to the vernal equinox, the z_ axis points to the North Celestial Pole (parallel to the Earth's spin axis), and Yz = zl × x_. The Rotating Sun Referenced frame (RSR) is a spacecraft-centered f_ame in which ZR axis points to the Sun, xa = ZR X Zl, and yR = ZR X Xp,.
The RSR frame rotates at approximately 1_/dav with respect to the GCI frame. The body frame is centered at the spacecraft center of mass with the zB axis parallel to the spacecraft centerline, directed from the instrument to the solar arT"ays. The 5'B axis is normal to the instrument radiator faces, and XB = YB X ZB. The GCI-to-RSR quaternion is _ olnputed onboard from ephemeris models.
The desired RSR-to-body attitude is more conveniently expressed in terms of 3-1-3 Euler angles [1,2] than in terms ofa quatemion.
The commanded values of the three Euler rates are those that give the desired scan rates: The rate error vector oJ is the difference between the body, rate vector oYRr measured by the IRU and a commanded body rate vector £ : 
